April 12, 2017

New Preventive Breast Screening and Cardiovascular Disease Services Announced

Based on new recommendations we are making two changes to our preventive services for breast cancer screening and medications and screening for individuals at risk for cardiovascular disease.

Sales Support

■ Health Discount Program Gives Clients Plan Options: See how the UnitedHealth Allies® health discount program helps your clients provide their employees and their families savings of typically 10 to 50 percent on a wide range of health and wellness-related products and services that are not covered in their medical benefit plan. Learn more

■ Specialty Benefits Updated for All Savers®: Self-funded All Savers Alternate Funding has updated its Specialty Benefits Portfolio to include plan offerings for Small Business group sizes down to five eligible lives, where applicable. Learn more

Client & Member Services

■ Member Websites Enhanced: UnitedHealth Group began enhancing its member websites and apps to make them more simplified and intuitive, easier to navigate, and optimized for use on mobile and tablet devices. View the enhancements which will continue throughout 2017. Learn more

Pharmacy

■ Latest Prescription Drug List Changes: Review the latest PDL Tracker for a recap of changes outside our Jan. 1 and July 1 pharmacy benefit updates.

ACA Updates:

Given the new administration and Congress' review of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), we will keep you and your clients posted of any changes to the ACA in our Broker and Customer Connection newsletters or in special email announcements as necessary.

More Information

Contact your UnitedHealthcare representative for more information about the items mentioned in this newsletter.

For service-related questions, e.g. billing, claims, and benefits, call 1-888-842-4571. Representatives are available 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. CT.